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TOGETHER.
SHAPING THE FUTURE.
Spring is upon us, a time of renewal, rebirth, and growth. Here at KBNF, in
addition to our neuroscience priorities for Ghana and West Africa, we
have been fully engaged in supporting Liberia as they battle Ebola
andnow begin to rebuild a health care system that is truly in need of
rebirth. With every challenge comes opportunity and perhaps this is one
amazing chance for Liberia's health care system to have a fresh start.
Hearing the desperate cry for help, KBNF, in partnership
with Compassionate Resource Warehouse, our shipping partners, arose
to the mission of shipping 1,000 hospital beds, equipment and much needed supplies to Liberia. At the time we began
the campaign, it certainly seemed insane to pursue THAT many beds, especially when most available beds in Canada
have been donated already. However, the need was critical, as many patients lay on mats, cots, or inadequate beds.
This was something that we COULD do, so we rolled up our sleeves and have never looked back.
Our KBNF family spread the word in every way possible and many Canadians across the country rose to the request.
From Victoria to Vancouver to Kamloops, and back east to Toronto, compassion dictated that available beds be
donated to the Ebola response.
5 containers have been shipped to Liberia to date. Next week another will leave Victoria. KBNF has 5 more containers
waiting to ship as funding is available. And today, history was made. Our first KBNF container loaded in Ontario took
place.
Your investment's impact is already bringing hope to so many. Funds are critically needed to continue supporting
Liberia's recovery.
Stay tuned family and friends! We have more exciting KBNF news to share with you all.
Marj

Heart Power! in Action
.
Our Liberian partner, Dr. Francis N. Kateh, National Deputy Incident Manager for the Ebola Response &
Medical Director/CEO Jackson F. Doe Memorial Regional Referral Hospital in Tappita City, Lower Nimba County Liberia
reported that "the donated beds have changed the total outlook of the hospital."
Dr. Kateh further explains that these beds have transformed the character of the
hospital. The replaced beds were improvised structures, not suitable for patient
care. They were making do with what they have been given, very inadequate bed
frames.
Hospital supplies and furnishings are being distributed. The hospitalized children
have been so very excited as they receive clothing and toys.
Dr. Francis Kateh leads the Ebola crisis medical intervention program for Liberia.
He reports that during his extensive travels throughout Liberia and Liberia's health
care facilities over the past 8 months, he has had the opportunity to visit and
evaluate every hospital, community clinic and Ebola treatment centre. He
describes how these facilities are in heartbreaking condition, while depression
with hopelessness and helplessness amongst the patients, their families and staff,
is evident at the helm. Patients are lying, at best, on iron frames with or without
mattresses or lying on carpets on the floor. Resources are scant at best.

President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf has appointed Dr. Francis Kateh Deputy
Minister of Health and Chief Medical Officer for Liberia. As the Ebola crisis
winds down, the established community centres are expected to remain open to
support patient care. Dr. Kateh reports that he is earmarking which clinics and
hospitals around the country will receive hospital beds.
Dr. Kateh believes that these beds arriving and yet to be shipped will transform these vulnerable centres and bring
hope and healing to a hurting nation. His gratitude is palpable. He is anxious to return to Canada and share the stories
and photos of the impact our container shipments are making in Liberia.
Hear Francis share on our Vraeyda Media YouTube films:
https://youtu.be/JWxdtrjkk74?list=PL10zX2Po3uABTQat2eb_thwZIRtkLtKDz

Impact of Ebola Response
When the first of the containers arrived at Jackson F. Doe Hospital in Tappita,
Liberia, Dr. Ben Kolee, Chief Medical Officer, reported:
"The shipment has had a huge positive impact on the Ebola response in Tappita in
particular and Liberia in general. You will recollect that when Ebola struck in March,
KBNF was in Liberia on a surgical mission. With the help of John Sampson and some of your staff we put together the first ever
Ebola related lecture in Liberia and started community mobilization and the construction of the first ever Ebola Isolation Unit in
Liberia.

When the epidemic resurfaced in Monrovia, (the first time an Ebola Epidemic occurred in a city), the poor
healthcare infrastructure in Monrovia/Liberia crumbled leading to closure of all hospitals around the
country leaving Jackson Doe Hospital as the only haven for persons seeking care.
Consequently, Jackson Doe Memorial Hospital became inundated with patients from all over the country. This led to a serious
shortage of bed space. The arrival of your container was God sent and very timely as it occurred during the period of great need
for us. The quantity of beds did not just increase at the hospital but the quality of beds became better. Almost all the beds that
we had at the Hospital prior to your donation lack side rails. This meant that patient's relatives sat by their sick relatives all day
and night to prevent them from falling. In the midst of the Ebola Epidemic, this was very dangerous as no one should be allowed
to touch another person (health workers who did touch patient wore light or heavy PPE depending on the risk level of the
patient); even hand-shake and hugging are currently not permitted in Liberia. In fact, even surgeries are done wearing full
PPE. The donated beddings have also been very helpful because soiled linens sometimes get incinerated if they were thought
to post risk to our cleaners and laundry staff.
Even the clothes that came in as "load stabilizers" were given to discharged patients whose clothes got burnt because they
were thought to be infectious at admission. The overall impact of your donation on our response to this ongoing Ebola Epidemic
has being enormous. To date we are the only Hospital in Liberia that never shut down while at the same time maintaining zero
infection among all level of workers at the Hospital.
We will forever remain grateful."
Dr. Ben Kolee

To date, 685 hospital beds have been committed to Liberia,
and more are being made available this year.

KBNF PARTNERS
Together WE CAN.
KBNF does not have the resources to acquire, deliver and ship what is needed
alone. What KBNF DOES have are amazing partners that donate their time, energy,
skill and money to fulfil our mission.
Compassionate Resource Warehouse is a gift to humanity, as they respond to crises
worldwide and ship hundreds of containers filled with resources to areas of critical
need. Many partners donate the contents of our container loads, including hospital
equipment, beds, stretchers, hospital linen, soap, clothing, I could go on and on.

Ontario in Action
Today, 50 beds were loaded in Burlington, Ontario, home of
the Crossroads Communications warehouse. Another 100
beds are awaiting transport as soon as KBNF has the
shipping funds. These beds were donated by Princess
Margaret Cancer Centre and Toronto General Hospital.
Canadians across the land have risen to the charge of supporting
Liberia in their grave time of need. Dell Wergeland, President of
Compassionate Resource Warehouse, worked with David Shelley's warehouse volunteers, men that have left their
busy farms for a few precious hours, to get these 400 pound beds loaded. Much appreciation goes to 100 Huntley St.
for their generous support in housing these beds and providing volunteers. THAT is a miracle!

Diamond Quality Delivery Service
Transport Specialists
Words cannot express the appreciation that KBNF has for R. Diamond Group of
Companies. Diamond Delivery, a decade long KBNF Corporate Sponsor, freely
and enthusiastically transports our donations within the province of British
Columbia year after year, week after week. Karl Gillies, President of R. Diamond
Group of Companies, encourages us to keep doing what we are doing. Recently,
we had 3 Diamond trucks lining up at a VGH loading dock as they loaded
hospital beds and supplies. Owner, Rick Diamond and his company firmly
believes that serving the community is a corporate responsibility, whether in
Canada or abroad. Bottom line, KBNF's ability to retrieve and transport
donations depend wholly on Diamond's generous and compassionate actions.
Seaspan Ferries ensures that barge fees are nullified when a KBNF filled Diamond Delivery truck is heading across the
Georgia Straight. It certainly requires a team effort to get these containers overseas, friends.

Thank You
An African saying declares "It takes a village to raise a child." Well, it take a
national village to acquire the contents, load and ship a container, friends.
Many many contributors and mammoth hours ensure that quality life saving
equipment reaches West African village hospitals.

We truly appreciate your support. Many thanks!

